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Abstract—Dynamic Optimization Problems (DOPs) have been widely studied using Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs). Yet, a clear and rigorous definition of DOPs is lacking in the Evolutionary Dynamic Optimization (EDO) community. In this paper, we propose a unified definition of DOPs based on the idea of multiple-decision-making discussed in the Reinforcement Learning (RL) community. We draw a connection between EDO and RL by arguing that both of them are studying DOPs according to our definition of DOPs. We point out that existing EDO or RL research has been mainly focused on some types of DOPs. A conceptualized benchmark problem, which is aimed at the systematic study of various DOPs, is then developed. Some interesting experimental studies on the benchmark reveal that EDO and RL methods are specialized in certain types of DOPs and more importantly new algorithms for DOPs can be developed by combining the strength of both EDO and RL methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

OPTIMIZATION has been long studied using Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs). Generally speaking, optimization problems can be divided into two categories. One is Static Optimization Problems (SOPs), and the other is Dynamic Optimization Problems (DOPs). Without any ambiguity, a SOP can be defined as:

Definition 1.1: Given a fitness function $f$, which is a mapping from some set $A$, i.e., a solution space, to the real numbers $\mathbb{R}: A \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, a SOP is to find a solution \(^{1}\), i.e., making a decision, $x^\ast$ in $A$ such that for all $x \in A$, $f(x^\ast) \geq f(x)$.

We can think of a SOP as a one-decision-making problem, where only one solution, i.e., one decision, is determined for a SOP. In contrast, there has not been a consensus about the definition of DOPs studied in the Evolutionary Dynamic Optimization (EDO) community.

Historically, many definitions about DOPs have been proposed in EDO. Applying genetic algorithms to DOPs was initially studied by Goldberg and Smith [9]. In [9], no explicit definition of DOPs was provided, and yet the authors studied the performance (best-of-generation) of a genetic algorithm with dominance and diploidy on a dynamic 0-1 knapsack problem. Similarly, Branke studied the performance (off-line performance) of memory-based EAs on the moving peaks benchmark [4], without explicitly defining DOPs.

In some other works [22][1][17], DOPs were simply defined as a sequence of SOPs over time, in which the goal for each SOP is to find a solution maximizing the fitness function of that SOP. Hence, the performance of algorithms for such DOPs was measured by the average performance on each SOP during a considered time interval.

Another type of definition of DOPs can be found in [3], in which DOPs were considered as problems of maximizing an integration of a Dynamic Fitness Function (DFF) over a time period by determining a solution at each time point. Nguyen [14] also defined DOPs as maximizing such an integral, but with a more flexible definition framework than [3] in terms of quantifying how the DFF changes, how previously determined solutions influence the dynamic, etc.

There also exist some descriptions about what DOPs should look like. Examples are “optimization problems are considered dynamic only if the EA has to cope with the dynamic” by Branke [5], “If any of those uncertainties related to optimization problems are to be taken into account, we call the problem dynamic” by Jin et al [10], “DOPs are optimization problems which must be solved as time goes by” by Bosman [3], and “DOPs are a special class of dynamic problems which are solved on-line by an optimization algorithm as time goes by” by Nguyen et al [15].

The aforementioned four types of definitions of DOPs are limited in different ways. The first type does not define DOPs explicitly but considers DOPs as problems of adapting a solution to a changing fitness landscape using EAs. This largely restricts the possible domain of DOPs, as it unnecessarily assumes that DOPs should be solved by EAs. The second type considers DOPs as a sequence of SOPs over time, and it is assumed that the DOP is solved optimally if and only if each of the SOPs is solved optimally. This formulation is certainly true in some real-world scenarios but not in others. For example, solutions determined for previous SOPs can have an impact on what future SOPs look like, as argued by Bosman [3]. Hence, in such cases, the overall performance can be suboptimal even though an optimal solution is found for each SOP. The third type defines DOPs as maximizing an integration of a DFF over a time period. Yet, it is not straightforward as how the decision maker would provide solutions to such DOPs. With regard to the fourth type, which is all descriptive, one obvious drawback is that those descriptions are not rigorous enough,

\(^1\)Maximization problems are considered in this paper without loss of generality. Also, we only consider single objective problems in this paper.
and people may interpret the same description differently.

In this paper, we propose a unified definition of DOPs. Our definition is inspired by the idea of multiple-decision-making in the Reinforcement Learning (RL) [18] community. As a result, most problems studied in RL can also be defined as DOPs according to our definition. The contribution of our definition of DOPs is three-fold. The definition captures the distinctive feature of DOPs compared to SOPs, which is multiple-decision-making. Secondly, according to our definition, most problems studied in EDO and RL are DOPs, and therefore the definition draws a connection between EDO and RL. Thirdly, different types of DOPs studied in EDO and RL can be explicitly categorised within our definition. The second contribution of this paper is a conceptualized DOP benchmark, which is derived from our definition of DOPs and developed for the purpose of systematically studying different types of DOPs. For the third contribution of this paper, one representative method from EDO and one representative method from RL are tested on our conceptualized DOP benchmark. The purpose is to show that EDO methods and RL methods are specialised in certain types of DOPs, and they can benefit each other in solving DOPs.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We give our unified definition of DOPs in Section II. In Section III, different types of DOPs studied in EDO and RL are briefly reviewed and categorised. A conceptualized DOP benchmark is developed in Section IV. Some experimental studies on the conceptualized DOP benchmark are conducted in Section V. Finally, conclusions and future work are given in Section VI.

II. A UNIFIED DEFINITION OF DOPS

In our opinion, the distinctive feature of DOPs compared to SOPs is that the decision maker has to make multiple decisions over time, and the overall performance depends on all decisions made during an investigated time interval. In contrast, SOPs can be considered as one-decision-making problems. It should be noted that decisions in EDO methods are being made sequentially over time. Also, decisions made previously may have an impact on later decision-making in DOPs.

There are various real-world situations where multiple decisions are being made over time, and we identify two main categories from the EDO literature. In the first category, decisions are being made in a fixed frequency, and this is mostly found in control problems. For instance, in the greenhouse control problem [20], a decision maker updates the control parameters every few seconds, so that the performance of the system over time is maximised. One update of the control parameters corresponds to one decision. Other examples in this category can also be found [16][12]. In the other category, decisions are being made over time in an event-triggering manner. In other words, a decision has to be made because something relevant in the environment has changed, and the decision maker has to react to the change by making a new decision. For instance, in the dynamic job shop scheduling problem [2], the decision maker has to assign new incoming jobs in an on-line manner. Also, when a machine breaks down, some jobs have to be reassigned. In this situation, an event corresponds to the arrival of new jobs or the breakdown of machines, and a corresponding decision is about scheduling new jobs or re-scheduling some existing jobs. There are some other examples in the second category [23][6].

The concept of multiple-decision-making has also been discussed in RL, in which a decision is also called an action. We first introduce some key concepts, borrowed from RL, for our definition of DOPs in the following.

State: A state contains all the information, which is relevant to decision-making. Simply put, a state is associated with a system, with which the decision maker is interacting, and can be understood as a set of variables $\alpha$. The system’s state is a function of time: the state at time $^2$ step $t$ is $\alpha_t$, which is assumed to be dependent on previous states and decisions made before time step $t$.

Action/Decision/Solution: We use action, decision, and solution interchangeably in this paper. The decision maker interacts with a DOP system by making decisions, one decision for one time step, in order to maximize a certain performance. The action taken at time step $t$ is denoted as $x_t$, $x_t$ is chosen from an action set/space, $A_t$, available at time step $t$, and $A_t$ usually depends on $\alpha_t$. For instance, assuming the investigated DOP is about setting control parameters to maximize a system’s performance, the value of the control parameters at time step $t$ is then the action $x_t$ taken at time step $t$. It should be noted that usually some computational time is needed to come up with a decision.

Immediate Reward/Fitness: We use reward and fitness interchangeably in this paper. We assume that the decision maker receives an immediate reward every time after making a decision. The reward is just a signal that indicates the performance of the system at the time step when the decision is made. The reward can be understood as a real number with larger values for better performance. For instance, if the investigated DOP is about maintaining a system at a target state over a time period, the immediate reward after making a decision can be the similarity between the target state and the system’s state at that time step. It should be noted that the objective of DOPs is not about maximizing the immediate reward at a time step but the accumulated rewards over a time period.

Bearing in mind these key concepts and the distinctive feature of DOPs compared to SOPs, which is multiple-decision-making over time, we define DOPs as follows:

Definition 2.1: DOPs are problems about how to make an optimal set of decisions over time in order to maximize a certain performance, which is a function of all decisions made over time. More formally, consider a time interval $[0, t_0]$, during which the system’s state at time step $t$, $\alpha_t$, follows a probabilistic distribution $P(\alpha_t|\alpha_0, \ldots, \alpha_{t-1}, x_0, \ldots, x_{t-1})$, which is dependent on previous states and actions. A DOP can be stated as making a sequence of decisions, one at each time step during $[0, t_0]$, so that the decision sequence

$^2$We only consider discrete time in this paper.
maximizes the expected accumulated rewards\textsuperscript{3} over the entire time interval $[0, t_e]$:

$$\max \sum_{i=0}^{t_e} E(f_i(\alpha_i, x_i)), \quad (1)$$

where $f_i$ is the reward function, which returns the immediate reward of an action taken in state $\alpha_i$. $f_i$ can be either deterministic or stochastic. $E(\cdot)$ returns the expected value over the random variable $f_i$. It should be noted that some computational time is allowed for the decision maker to make a decision at each time step.

In the following, we would like to point out some potential assumptions with regard to DOPs. These assumptions can be used to differentiate different types of DOPs. We will demonstrate in the next section that existing EDO and RL have mainly studied only some types of DOPs via examining the corresponding underlying assumptions.

- **Assumptions about the observability of state**: Basically, the state $\alpha$ can be fully observable, partially observable, or non-observable to the decision maker.

- **Assumptions about the dynamic of state**: These assumptions are solely related to the probability distribution $P(\alpha_t|\alpha_0, ..., \alpha_{t-1}, x_0, ..., x_{t-1})$. In an extreme case, the full probability distribution is known to the decision maker. If the full probability distribution is not available, a common assumption is that it is Markovian: $P(\alpha_t|\alpha_0, ..., \alpha_{t-1}, x_0, ..., x_{t-1}) = P(\alpha_t|\alpha_{t-1}, x_{t-1})$. In some other cases, the dynamic of state is assumed to be independent of decisions: $P(\alpha_t|\alpha_0, ..., \alpha_{t-1}, x_0, ..., x_{t-1}) = P(\alpha_t|\alpha_0, ..., \alpha_{t-1})$. If the dynamic of state is dependent on previous decisions, we say the DOP has a time-linkage property \textsuperscript{[3]}

- **Assumptions about the reward function**: This is about to what extent the decision maker has information about the reward function $f$. The decision maker can have full information (i.e., a concrete function form of $f$) or no information (i.e., an action has to be made in order to get its immediate reward at a particular state) about $f$. Alternatively, the decision maker can have intermediate information about $f$ such that the decision maker can query the immediate reward of any action at a time step without actually implementing the action.

III. DOPs Studied in EDO and RL

We can differentiate different types of DOPs based on our DOP definition by explicitly specifying those assumptions with regard to the observability of state, the dynamic of state, and the reward function. We demonstrate this via briefly reviewing DOPs studied in EDO and RL. We also identify some types of DOPs that may need more research attention in EDO.

\textsuperscript{3}In general, we maximize the discounted accumulated rewards: $\sum_{i=0}^{t_e} \gamma^i E(f_i(\alpha_i, x_i))$, where $\gamma$ is the user defined discount factor, $0 \leq \gamma \leq 1$. When $t_e$ goes to infinity, $0 \leq \gamma < 1$. In this paper, we only consider finite $t_e$ with $\gamma = 1$.

A. DOPs Investigated in EDO

Types of DOPs studied in EDO are determined by the benchmark problems and the algorithm performance measures used in EDO.

According to the latest survey on EDO \textsuperscript{[15]}, in nearly all benchmark problems in EDO, the state is independent of previous decisions: $P(\alpha_t|\alpha_0, ..., \alpha_{t-1}, x_0, ..., x_{t-1}) = P(\alpha_t|\alpha_{t-1})$. In addition, most benchmark problems are Markovian as well: $P(\alpha_t|\alpha_0, ..., \alpha_{t-1}, x_0, ..., x_{t-1}) = P(\alpha_t|\alpha_{t-1})$. Taking the widely used moving peaks benchmark \textsuperscript{[4]} for example, the benchmark is generated by adding a random noise to the current state. Therefore, $P(\alpha_t|\alpha_0, ..., \alpha_{t-1}, x_0, ..., x_{t-1}) = P(\alpha_t|\alpha_{t-1})$ in the moving peaks benchmark. Other widely used benchmarks \textsuperscript{[13]}\textsuperscript{[25]} also have $P(\alpha_t|\alpha_0, ..., \alpha_{t-1}, x_0, ..., x_{t-1}) = P(\alpha_t|\alpha_{t-1})$.

One exceptional benchmark, in which previous decisions have an impact on the dynamic of state, was developed by Bosman \textsuperscript{[3]}. However, the benchmark is not general enough as there is not much flexibility in terms of specifying the observability of state, the dynamic of state, and the reward function.

The performance measures also determine what types of DOPs have been studied in EDO. According to \textsuperscript{[15]}, there are two major types of performance measures in EDO. The most common type is the optimality-based performance measure, and the other is the behaviour-based performance measure. We will discuss only optimality-based performance measures. The reason is that behaviour-based performance measures usually measure the population diversity in EAs when solving DOPs and therefore are not properties of the underlying DOPs themselves.

One popular optimality-based performance measure is the best-of-generation measure \textsuperscript{[24]}, which takes the form:

$$F_1 = \frac{1}{G} \sum_{i=1}^{G} \left( \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} F_{BOG,j} \right), \quad (2)$$

where $G$ is the number of generations, $N$ is the number of algorithm runs, and $F_{BOG,j}$ is the best fitness\textsuperscript{4} of individuals at generation $i$ of the $j$th run. The underlying assumption about the DOPs when using this performance measure is that not every fitness evaluation contributes to the algorithm’s performance. In other words, it is assumed that the decision maker has intermediate information about the reward function such that a query of an action’s immediate reward, i.e., a fitness evaluation, can be performed without actually implementing the action.

Another widely used performance measure is the off-line performance \textsuperscript{[5]}, which takes the form:

$$F_2 = \frac{1}{G} \sum_{i=1}^{G} F_{BS,i}, \quad (3)$$

\textsuperscript{4}A solution’s fitness is an alias of the immediate reward received by implementing the solution, i.e., making a decision.
where $G$ is the number of generations. $F_{BS_i}$ is the best fitness obtained by the algorithm since the last state change till the $i$th generation. Similarly, not every fitness evaluation counts in the measure of off-line performance, which indicates the availability of intermediate information about the reward function. Besides, when using the off-line performance, it is assumed that every time a better action, in terms of immediate reward, is found the action is implemented.

A lot of researchers in EDO also use the measure named best-error-before-change [19]:

$$F_3 = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} e_i,$$

where $m$ is the number of state changes, and $e_i$ is the best error (the error means the difference between a solution’s fitness and the fitness of an optimum) just before the $i$th change happens. The best-error-before-change takes a similar form to Equation 1, and yet it is still implicitly assumed that the intermediate information about the reward function is available.

We are also aware of the on-line performance measure proposed in [5], which takes the form:

$$F_4 = \frac{1}{N_{fe}} \sum_{i=1}^{N_{fe}} F_i,$$

where $F_i$ is the fitness of the $i$th fitness evaluation, and $N_{fe}$ is the total number of fitness evaluations. This measure does not assume the information of the reward function. Yet, the on-line performance measure has been rarely used in EDO [15].

B. DOPs Investigated in RL

Problems studied in RL are also about multiple-decision-making, which can be defined as DOPs according to our definition in Equation 1. In the following, we briefly analyse the framework of a general RL method, from which we discuss what assumptions have been made in DOPs studied in RL.

A typical RL algorithm can be generally described as follows. Initially, the agent, i.e., the decision maker, has no prior information about the DOP. The agent first observes the current state of the system and then implements an action. After the action, the system transits into the next state, and an immediate reward is returned to the agent. By interacting with the system this way for a number of time steps, the agent gradually learns a model that summarises all the experiences so far. One experience corresponds to a triplet $(state, action, reward)$, which means the agent received a reward after taking an action in a particular state. The model can be the value function of state or the Q function of the pair $(state, action)$. Through the loop of ‘trial-and-error’, it is hoped that the agent will gradually approximate the true model, which gives the optimal policy in terms of rewards accumulated in the long run. A policy is basically a mapping from a state to an action. For more information about the value function, the Q function, the policy, and more general information about RL, readers are referred to [18].

There are some underlying assumptions about DOPs in RL. Firstly, the state is at least partially observable to the decision maker, otherwise all the learning about the value function or the Q function would be infeasible. Secondly, most RL algorithms assume that the dynamics of state is Markovian or nearly Markovian. Finally, no information is required a priori about the reward function. In other words, in order to get the immediate reward of an action in a state, the action needs to be implemented.

C. A Comparison View of DOPs in EDO and DOPs in RL

In this subsection, we summarise different types of DOPs studied in EDO and RL based on our previous discussions. We classify DOPs into different groups by checking whether those assumptions discussed in Section II are made. The summary is tabulated into Table I.

We divide assumptions into three levels within each category of assumptions. ‘N’ means no information is assumed. ‘I’ means intermediate information is assumed. ‘F’ means full information is assumed. For the assumptions about the observability of state, what existing EDO methods need for solving DOPs is being able to evaluate a solution (i.e., get its fitness) at the current time step. The observability of state is irrelevant to EDO methods. In contrast, the state should be at least partially observable to RL methods. Accordingly, EDO and RL are marked as ‘N’ and ‘I’ respectively in this category.

For the assumptions about the dynamic of state, most of the work in EDO deals with DOPs where previous decisions have no impact on later dynamic of state. Besides, EDO methods do not require the full information of state, i.e., the probability distribution $P(x_t|x_{t-1}, \ldots, x_0, \ldots, \alpha_{t-1})$. We therefore mark EDO as ‘I’ in this category. Although traditional RL methods assume the dynamic of state to be Markovian, a lot of RL methods have been proven to be effective in situations where the Markov property does not hold. We therefore mark RL as ‘N’ in this category.

With regard to the assumptions about the reward function, from the performance measures used in EDO, we can see that most EDO methods assume that a fitness evaluation can be performed without actually taking an action. Therefore, an evaluation model for the reward function is assumed to be available for these EDO methods. Yet, EDO methods do

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Community</th>
<th>Observability of State</th>
<th>Dynamic of State</th>
<th>Reward Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EDO</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
not require the analytical form of the reward function. In contrast, in order to get the immediate reward of an action in a certain state, that action has to be implemented in RL methods. Therefore, EDO and RL are marked as ‘I’ and ‘N’ respectively in this category.

From Table I, we can see that more research attention should be given to DOPs where previous decisions can influence the dynamic of state and DOPs where an evaluation model of the reward function is not available, from the perspective of EDO. It will also be interesting to compare the performances of EDO methods and RL methods on the same DOPs.

IV. A CONCEPTUALIZED DOP BENCHMARK

A lot of DOP benchmarks have been developed in EDO [15], in which common features are that decisions made before have no impact on later dynamic of state and the decision maker is able to do a fitness evaluation without implementing an action. There are also many benchmarks developed in RL [8], which can be seen as DOP benchmarks according to our definition of DOPs. Benchmarks in RL have some common features that may favour only RL methods, such as a discrete action space, no evaluation model of the reward function, and full observability of states. In order to systematically studying different types of DOPs, we develop a Conceptualized DOP benchmark in the following. By making DOP assumptions discussed in Section II explicitly, our conceptualized DOP benchmark enables the generation of different types of DOPs, which can be hardly achieved within existing DOP benchmarks. Based on our definition of DOPs, we define the state space, the action space, the reward function, and the dynamic of state respectively in the benchmark.

We generalize the moving peaks benchmark [4] to define our benchmark. The concepts of height, width, and center for the reward/fitness function in the moving peaks benchmark are transferred to our benchmark.

A. The State Space

A state is simply a set of variables in our benchmark. Each state consists of four parts, namely height, width, center, and bias. Each height, width, and center are associated with a peak function, whose meaning will be explained later in the reward function. The bias is just a single scalar. There are two parameters to control the dimension of state. One is called the number of peaks $m$, and the other is the dimension of peak $n$. Simply put, a state $\alpha$ is represented using the vector $(h_1, h_2, ..., h_m, w_1, w_2, ..., w_m, c_{11}, c_{12}, ..., c_{mn}, b)$ of length $(n+2)m+1$, where $h_i$ and $w_i$ denote the height and the width of the $i$th peak function. $c_i \ (c_i = (c_{i1}, c_{i2}, ..., c_{in}))$ is the center of the $i$th peak function, and $b$ is the bias.

B. The Action Space

An action is specified by a set of variables. For a state space that has the dimension of peak function being $n$, there are $n$ variables to specify an action: $x = (x_1, x_2, ..., x_n)$. The action/solution space $A$ for the state $\alpha_t$ is basically a subset of the $n$ dimensional real numbers $\mathbb{R}^n$.

C. The Reward Function

The reward function takes a state and an action as inputs and outputs a real number. The reward function in our benchmark consists of the bias $b$ and several peak functions $(h_i - w_i || x - c_i ||^2)$ is the $i$th peak function:

$$f(\alpha, x) = \max_{i=1}^{m} \{ h_i - w_i || x - c_i ||^2 \} + b, \quad (6)$$

where $\alpha$ represents a state $\alpha = (h_1, h_2, ..., h_m, w_1, w_2, ..., w_m, c_{11}, c_{12}, ..., c_{mn}, b)$, and $x$ is an action. $c_i$ denotes a vector $(c_{i1}, c_{i2}, ..., c_{in})$, and $|| \cdot ||^2$ is the Euclidean norm. Without loss of generality, we require $w_i > 0 \ (1 \leq i \leq m)$.

D. The Dynamic of State

We divide all state variables in $\alpha$ into two groups. The dynamic of the first group does not depend on previous actions, while the dynamic of the second group depends on previous actions.

The first group consists of all variables except for the bias $b$ in $\alpha$. We employ the 6 different dynamics suggested in CEC09 dynamic optimization competition benchmark generator [11] to update the state variables in the first group. The 6 dynamics are described as follows:

1) small step:

$$\Delta \phi = \gamma \cdot ||\phi|| \cdot r \cdot \phi_{\text{severity}}, \quad (7)$$

2) large step:

$$\Delta \phi = ||\phi|| \cdot (\lambda \cdot \text{sign}(r) + (\lambda_{\text{max}} - \lambda) \cdot r) \cdot \phi_{\text{severity}}, \quad (8)$$

3) random:

$$\Delta \phi = N(0, 1) \cdot \phi_{\text{severity}}, \quad (9)$$

4) chaotic:

$$\phi_{t+1} = \phi_{\text{min}} + \beta \cdot (\phi_t - \phi_{\text{min}}) \cdot (1 - (\phi_t - \phi_{\text{min}}) / ||\phi||), \quad (10)$$

5) recurrent:

$$\phi_t = \phi_{\text{min}} + ||\phi|| \cdot (\sin(2\pi P t + \varphi) + 1)/2, \quad (11)$$

6) recurrent with noise:

$$\phi_t = \phi_{\text{min}} + ||\phi|| \cdot (\sin(2\pi P t + \varphi) + 1)/2 + N(0, 1) \cdot \text{noise}_{\text{severity}}, \quad (12)$$

where $\phi$ represents any single state variable in the first group of $\alpha$. $\phi_t$ is the value of $\phi$ at time step $t$, and $\Delta \phi$ denotes the change in $\phi$ between two consecutive time steps: $\phi_{t+1} = \phi_t + \Delta \phi$. $\phi_{\text{min}}$, $||\phi||$, and $\phi_{\text{severity}}$ denote the minimum value of $\phi$, the range of $\phi$, and the change severity of $\phi$ respectively. $\lambda$ and $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ are constant parameters. A logistic function is used for the chaotic change: $\beta$ is a positive constant in the interval $(1, 4)$. $P$ is the period for the recurrent change and the recurrent with noise change, and $\varphi$ is an initial phase. $r$ is a random number drawn uniformly from the interval $(-1, 1)$, and $\text{sign}(r)$ returns 1 when $r$ is positive, $-1$ when $r$ is negative, and 0 otherwise. $N(0, 1)$ is a random number drawn from the Gaussian distribution with
mean 0 and variance 1. \( \text{noise}_\text{severity} \) is the noise severity applied to the \textit{recurrent with noise} change.

The bias \( b_{t+1} \) in the state depends on the latest \( k \) actions and biases for the latest \( l \) time steps:

\[
  b_{t+1} = g(x_{t-k+1}, \ldots, x_t, b_{t-l+1}, \ldots, b_t),
\]

where \( g() \) is a user-defined function returning a real number.

Since we use the concept of peak function in defining the reward function in our benchmark, and our benchmark is aimed at generating different types of DOPs, we name our benchmark Conceptualized Moving Peaks Benchmark (CMPB).

E. Specifications for a Benchmark Instance of CMPB

There are two groups of things need to be specified in order to get a benchmark instance of CMPB.

In the first group, the parameters regarding to the state space and the action space need to be specified. The type of dynamic for the state needs to be specified as well, including the function \( g() \) in Equation 13.

In the second group, assumptions discussed in Section II need to be stated explicitly. It should be made clear whether the decision maker is given the full analytical form of the reward function, the intermediate information of the reward function in which the decision maker can pose questions about the immediate reward of any action without implementing such an action, or no information of the reward function where an action has to be implemented in order to get its immediate reward at a particular state. The assumption about the dynamic of state is determined once options in the first group are specified, e.g., whether the dynamic of state is Markovian. Finally, it is necessary to specify to what extent the decision maker has information about the state \( \alpha \): \( \alpha \) can be fully observable, partially observable in which, e.g., a white noise is added to \( \alpha \) before it is passed to the decision maker, or non-observable.

V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

In this section, we generate two benchmark instances of CMPB. More importantly, we conduct some preliminary experimental studies of the performances of a representative EDO method and a representative RL method on the two benchmark instances. The purpose is to reveal which types of DOPs EDO methods and RL methods are specialised in.

A. Two Benchmark Instances of CMPB

We generate the first benchmark instance as follows. The peak dimension and the number of peaks in the state are both 1, which makes the dimension of the state 4. Accordingly, the action space is one-dimensional. The height and the width in the state are fixed to 30 and 2 respectively. The range of the center in the state is \([-10, 10]\), and the action space is also \([-10, 10]\). The dynamic of the center is recurrent with period being 2 time steps: the center starts at 5 and is multiplied by \(-1\) every time the environmental state changes (i.e., the time step is increased by 1). The function \( g() \), which defines the dynamic of the bias in the state, is:

\[
  b_t = \begin{cases} 
    \theta_b & \text{if } x_{t-1} \geq 0, \\
    -\theta_b & \text{otherwise},
  \end{cases}
\]

where \( x_{t-1} \) is the action taken at time step \( t-1 \), and \( \theta_b \) is a parameter, which controls the influence of \( x_{t-1} \) on \( b_t \), with larger values being more influential. In the first benchmark instance, \( \theta_b \) is set to be 100.

The settings of the second benchmark instance is exactly the same as the first one, except the parameter \( \theta_b \) in Equation 14 is set to be 15. The reason to design such two benchmark instances is that we would like to compare the performances of EDO methods and RL methods in two representative situations. One situation is that actions made previously have a large impact on the dynamic of state, while the other is that actions made previously have little impact on the dynamic of state, i.e., maximizing the reward function at each time step separately tends to be equivalent to maximizing the accumulated rewards. Such experimental design is useful in indicating the advantages of EDO methods and RL methods.

For both benchmark instances, the dynamic of the state and the reward function are assumed to be deterministic. Also, the dynamic of the state is Markovian. We assume that the decision maker has intermediate information about the reward function, i.e., a fitness evaluation can be performed without implementing an action. Besides, the state is assumed to be fully observable to the decision maker.

B. Investigated Algorithms in EDO and RL

The Particle Swarm Optimizer (PSO) with a restart strategy is selected as the representative EDO method, which we denote as ‘RPSO’ hereafter. The restart strategy means the whole population is randomly reinitialized except that the best solution found in the last time step is copied into the current population whenever the environmental state changes. The corresponding PSO follows the constriction version [7]. The swarm population size is 10. The two constants, which are used to bias a particle’s attraction to the local best and the global best, are both set to be 2.05, and hence the constriction factor takes a value of 0.729844. The velocity of particles is constricted within the range \([-V_{MAX}, V_{MAX}]\). The value of \( V_{MAX} \) is set to be the range of the search space, which is 20 in our case. 100 fitness evaluations are allowed for ‘RPSO’ to come up with an action at a time step.

The Q learning algorithm [21] is selected as the representative RL method, which we denote as ‘Q-learning’ hereafter. The semi-uniform random exploration strategy is used to select an action in ‘Q-learning’, where at each time step the best action in terms of the currently estimated Q value is selected with some probability 1 − \( \epsilon \), and with probability \( \epsilon \), an action is selected at random. In our experiment, \( \epsilon \) is set to be 0.1. The learning rate \( \eta \) in ‘Q-learning’ takes the form: \( \eta = q_1/(q_2 + t) \), where \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) are two constants, and \( t \) is the index of the time step, which starts from 0 and increases by 1 every time the environmental state changes. \( q_1 \) and \( q_2 \) are set to be 200 and 300 respectively. The discount factor
in ‘Q-learning’ is set to be 0.7. Also for ‘Q-learning’, the action space is discretized, which in our experiment is the set \{-10, -9, -8, ..., 8, 9, 10\}. At the beginning of the time (i.e., time step \(t = 0\)), the \(Q\) values in ‘Q-learning’ are all initialised to 0.

The main feature of ‘RPSO’ is that at each time step it tries to select an action that maximizes the current reward function. In other words, ‘RPSO’ does not care about what impact the selected action would have on the dynamic of state. This feature is also shared by most other EDO methods [15]. The main feature of ‘Q-learning’ is that it tries to learn the true \(Q\) value of each state and action pair. Based on the true \(Q\) values, optimal actions in terms of maximizing the discounted accumulated rewards can be derived for any state. It has been shown in [21] that for Markovian decision problems (i.e., DOPs defined in this paper with the dynamic of state being Markovian), ‘Q-learning’ converges to the true \(Q\) values with probability 1 under mild conditions as the number of time steps goes to infinity. However, in reality, there is always a trade-off between exploration and exploitation in ‘Q-learning’, and the performance within finite time steps depends on the structure of the Markovian decision problem and the parameters in ‘Q-learning’.

C. Experimental Results

1) Results on the First Benchmark Instance: The performances of ‘RPSO’ and ‘Q-learning’ on the first benchmark instance, in which an action has a large impact on the bias at the next time step (\(\theta_b = 100\)), are presented in Figure 1 and Table II. We can see that ‘Q-learning’ achieves a consistently better performance than ‘RPSO’. The reason is that the dependence of the bias in the state on the last action is gradually learned in ‘Q-learning’, and therefore at each time step ‘Q-learning’ tends to select an action, which results in the bias being positive at the next time step. In contrast, an action is selected in ‘RPSO’ solely depending on the current reward function. When the center in the state has a negative value, ‘RPSO’ will tend to select an action with a negative value. As a result, the bias will oscillate between 100 and −100.

The optimal action at each time step is straightforward to obtain for the first benchmark instance. The optimal action at each time step is that the action equals 5 when the center is positive and the action equals 0 when the center is negative. The optimal accumulated rewards at each time step, denoted as ‘Optimal’, is also plotted in Figure 1.

2) Results on the Second Benchmark Instance: The performances of ‘RPSO’ and ‘Q-learning’ on the second benchmark instance, in which an action has a small impact on the bias at the next time step (\(\theta_b = 15\)), are presented in Figure 2 and Table II. The optimal action at each time step is the same as that for the first benchmark instance. The optimal accumulated rewards at each time step, denoted as ‘Optimal’, is also plotted.

From Figure 2, we can see that ‘RPSO’ achieves a consistently better performance than ‘Q-learning’. This is due to the following three aspects. Firstly, the impact of an action on the bias at the next time step is small, so maximizing only the current reward function still gives a relatively good performance. Secondly, in order to converge to the true \(Q\) values, all actions including suboptimal or even the worst actions in each state need to be implemented many times in ‘Q-learning’. This decreases the overall performance. In other words, learning in ‘Q-learning’ has an overhead of implementing poor actions in each state. Finally, within finite time steps, the convergence rate to the true \(Q\) values in ‘Q-learning’ has a large impact on the performance. The convergence rate is influenced by the initialised \(Q\) values, the exploration strategy, the learning rate, and the way to update the \(Q\) values after an action is implemented. However, it is not straightforward as how to set the parameters in ‘Q-learning’ properly.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a unified definition of DOPs based on the idea of multiple-decision-making over time inspired by RL. We draw a connection between EDO and RL, arguing that both EDO and RL are trying to solve DOPs according to our definition of DOPs. We point out that some types of DOPs, where previous decisions can influence the dynamic of state or an action has to be
implemented to get its fitness, need more research attention from the perspective of EDO. Moreover, a conceptualized DOP benchmark, CMPB, is developed for the purpose of systematically studying various types of DOPs within one benchmark. Finally, some interesting experimental results are obtained by testing one representative EDO method and one representative RL method on CMPB.

The experimental studies may indicate that EDO methods, compared to RL methods, may be better at DOPs where actions have a small impact on the dynamic of state. In contrast, as the impact of actions on the dynamic of state increases, the advantage of learning in RL methods may take over EDO methods. Yet, more comprehensive experimental studies are needed for any concrete conclusion.

For the future work, firstly, more research attention in EDO should be given to DOPs in which actions taken previously can influence the later dynamic of state or an evaluation model of the reward function is unavailable. Secondly, since we have established a connection between EDO and RL, arguing that both of them are trying to solve DOPs based on our definition of DOPs, it would then be beneficial to comprehensively compare the state-of-the-art methods in EDO with those in RL on various types of DOPs using CMPB, as a deep understanding can be gained about their own advantages. Finally, it would be interesting to combine the advantages of both EDO and RL methods in solving DOPs.
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**Fig. 2.** The averaged accumulated rewards in Equation 1 over 30 runs at each time step, obtained by ‘RPSO’ and ‘Q-learning’ respectively on the second benchmark instance, together with the optimal accumulated rewards at each time step.